
The upcoming information society will
be based on an increased number of home
PCs with broadband internet connection,
the availability of usable government and
public administration electronic services,
large scale home usage of electronic bank-
ing services, and most important a general
public awareness on benefits of computers
and information services.
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The geospatial systems have
always been isolated from the rest of
the IT world because of the propri-
etary platforms data that were diffi-
cult to manage. The only common
thing of a ten years ago geospatial
solution and the rest of the IT world
was the Ethernet network. They
were phisically in the same net-

work, but they had no common points from a logical point of view. This
is why GIS suppliers decided to ally in establishing standards of commu-
nication between their solutions, and the market evolution made them
soon realize that talking about interoperabillity between geospatial sys-
tems was not the issue anymore, but seeking operabillity in general
seemed to be more apropriate. As a founding member of GeoSpatial
Consortium, whose main goal is the standardization of the geospatial
world, Intergraph started to offer high-standard interoperabillity kits for
its solutions since 1997.

An IT system for the management of 389 data levels with more than
4000 different characteristics at the whole organization level, seems to be
a singular demand in the IT scenery of the Romanian public administra-
tion. But on the geospatial solutions market, systems like the above men-
tioned one tends to become a standard and paradoxically, Romania can
be qualified as one of the most demanding GIS markets in the world. The
public administration systems in the advanced countries inherit old sys-
tems, implemented one by one 10-15 years ago in order to solve departa-
mental problems. For a Romanian complex projects, the main challenge
for the solution supplier is to shape the daily work flow of the organization
within the IT system, but also to integrate ERP or CRM systems with
geospatial databases into one functional solution. The Romanian cus-
tomer often requests the integration of the data pertaining to various
processes into a single database that would feed information to a variety
of automated systems and applications. The result will be a relational geo-
graphical inventory of all the infrastructure components, digital geograph-
ical maps generated at all users level, more effective work flow manage-
ment, better operations organization and, by all means, cost monitoring.

This is why geospatial solutions are the implicit part of an integrated
system, and the geospatial information has to be considered the founda-
tion of an effective management based on an integrated decision system.
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I strongly believe that pre-accession
years 2005 and 2006 will offer the

Romanian IT&C industry a tremendous
growth.

Cælin Tatomir,
General Manager, 

“Cabinetul Cælin Tatomir”

In the evolution of the GIS world,
the integration and interoperability

are two key concepts.
Marcel Foca,

General Manager, 
Intergraph Computer Services


